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ABSTRACT
Bacterial DNA gyrase introduces negative supercoils
into chromosomal DNA and relaxes positive super-
coils introduced by replication and transiently by
transcription. Removal of these positive supercoils
is essential for replication fork progression and for
the overall unlinking of the two duplex DNA strands,
as well as for ongoing transcription. To address how
gyrase copes with these topological challenges, we
used high-speed single-molecule fluorescence imag-
ing in live Escherichia coli cells. We demonstrate that
at least 300 gyrase molecules are stably bound to the
chromosome at any time, with∼12 enzymes enriched
near each replication fork. Trapping of reaction in-
termediates with ciprofloxacin revealed complexes
undergoing catalysis. Dwell times of ∼2 s were ob-
served for the dispersed gyrase molecules, which we
propose maintain steady-state levels of negative su-
percoiling of the chromosome. In contrast, the dwell
time of replisome-proximal molecules was∼8 s, con-
sistent with these catalyzing processive positive su-
percoil relaxation in front of the progressing repli-
some.
INTRODUCTION
The double-helical structure of DNA leads to major topo-
logical problems during DNA replication and transcrip-
tion. As DNA and RNA polymerases translocate along
the chromosome they cause local over-winding of DNA
ahead of them; if excessive positive (+) supercoiling accu-
mulates it can inhibit the progress of the enzymes, leading
to a shutdownof these essential cell processes. Furthermore,
(+) supercoiling, which accumulates ahead of the replica-
tion fork, can diffuse backwards causing entanglement of
daughter chromosomes, which must be unlinked before cell
division can occur. In Escherichia coli these topological
problems are resolved by two type II topoisomerases, DNA
gyrase and DNA topoisomerase (topo) IV, which are es-
sential enzymes that change topology by introducing tran-
sient double-stranded breaks into DNA and pass a second
double-stranded DNA segment through the break before
resealing it (1) (Figure 1A). Gyrase, the focus of this study,
is formed from a dimer of GyrA, primarily responsible for
DNA binding, and two GyrB subunits, which provide the
ATPase activity.
In E. coli, the chromosome is maintained in a negatively
(−) supercoiled state, and the appropriate level of supercoil-
ing is important for regulation of almost all processes which
take place onDNA, including transcription, replication, re-
pair and recombination (2,3). For example, the expression
level of many genes, including gyrase itself, is regulated by
the level of supercoiling (4). Gyrase is unique in its ability to
introduce (−) supercoils intoDNA, and is therefore the cen-
tral enzyme responsible for maintaining supercoiling home-
ostasis (5–8); however, localDNA supercoiling is constantly
being altered by ongoing replication, transcription and re-
pair. The activities of gyrase must therefore be responsive
to these processes taking place in different regions of the
chromosome (9,10).
The most acute topological problem arises during DNA
replication, which is performed by two replisomes traveling
in opposite directions around the circular chromosome at
speeds of up to 1000 base pairs per second (bp/s) (11,12).
Without the action of type II topoisomerases, replication
of the 4.6 Mb E. coli chromosome would result in two
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Figure 1. The activity of gyrase. (A) DNA gyrase catalytic cycle. (B) Replication introduces (+) supercoils ahead and precatenated DNA behind. Gyrase
acts ahead of the fork while topo IV removes precatenanes behind. (C) Gyrase removes (+) supercoiling from ahead of RNAP to ensure unperturbed
transcription. (D) Time course supercoiling assays comparing the activity of GyrA fusion proteins with wild-type GyrA after different incubation periods
at 37◦C. Gyrase was incubated with relaxed pBR322 DNA in standard supercoiling assays. Samples were taken at the intervals indicated and loaded onto
a 1% agarose gel and analyzed by electrophoresis.
daughter chromosomes interlinked with a linking number
of>440000 (given the DNA helical repeat of∼10 bp). Type
II topoisomerases change the linking number by two each
catalytic cycle, and must therefore perform over 220000 cat-
alytic events before segregation can occur. When the repli-
some is prevented from rotating around the DNA helix as it
progresses, as originally suggested by Liu & Wang (13), (+)
supercoils rapidly accumulate ahead of the replication fork.
On the other hand, any rotation of the replication fork (14)
allows (+) supercoils ahead of the fork to diffuse backwards
forming precatenanes between the newly-replicated daugh-
ter chromosomes, which must be unlinked prior to chromo-
some segregation. Gyrase is inefficient in decatenation, and
is believed to act ahead of the fork relaxing (+) supercoils,
whereas topo IV acts preferentially behind the fork remov-
ing precatenanes (11,15,16).
To allow the replisome to maintain its incredibly high
translocation rate, the two type II topoisomerases must re-
lax up to 100 (+) supercoils per second for each fork (as-
suming a replisome translocation rate of 1000 bp/s, and
DNA helical repeat of ∼10 bp) (Figure 1B). In vitro, the
rate of the topoisomerase reaction for both gyrase and topo
IV has been measured at ∼1 s−1, with each cycle removing
2 supercoils (17–23), suggesting that ∼50 enzymes would
be required per fork to keep up with the replication rate
in live bacteria. Early studies of chromosome fragmenta-
tion in E. coli cells using the gyrase targeting drug, oxolinic
acid (24), suggested that gyrase may be clustered near the
replication fork. However, this raises the question of how
so many gyrase enzymes can be acting ahead of the replica-
tion fork, while avoiding extremely toxic collisions with the
replication machinery. In single-molecule magnetic tweez-
ers experiments, E. coli gyrase was shown to act proces-
sively (18), confirming previous ensemble observations (1)
and demonstrating that it is capable of performing multiple
catalytic events without dissociating from DNA while re-
laxing (+) supercoils and introducing (−) supercoils (Figure
1A). More recent in vitro experiments on Bacillus anthracis
gyrase suggests that gyrase ‘bursting’ activity might relax
high levels of (+) supercoiling at faster rates (19). It remains
to be established whether gyrase behaves processively or not
in vivo, and whether its catalytic mode depends on the local
supercoiling environment.
The action of gyrase is also essential for unperturbed
transcription. Since coupling between RNA polymerase
(RNAP) and (poly)ribosomes inhibits rotation of the tran-
scription machinery, (+) supercoils accumulate ahead, and
(−) supercoils behind, elongating RNAPs (Figure 1C)
(7,9,25). While the rate of introduction of supercoils by a
single RNAP is slow compared to replication (∼60 bp/s,
or ∼6 (+) supercoils/s) (7–9), it is far more abundant. In a
cell with two replisomes there are up to 2000 RNAPs (26),
introducing more (+) supercoiling overall than replication,
but distributed throughout the chromosome instead of ac-
cumulated in one region. The relative contribution of tran-
scription and replication to gyrase activity is not clear.
We aimed to understand how gyrase acts in live E. coli
cells and how topological problems arising during repli-
cation and transcription are resolved. Live cell epifluo-
rescence showed that gyrase forms foci colocalized with
active replication forks. Single-molecule Slimfield (27,28)
and photoactivated-localization microscopy (PALM) (29),
showed that replication-dependent gyrase clusters comprise
∼12 enzymes per replisome, while the remaining∼300 func-
tional immobile enzymes interacted with the chromosome
elsewhere to maintain steady-state levels of (−) supercoil-
ing. An additional ∼300 enzymes transiently interacted
with dispersed regions of the chromosome. Measuring the
dwell time of gyrase bound to DNA revealed that most
gyrase remain immobile for ∼2 s, whereas enzymes in the
vicinity of the replisome had a ∼8 s dwell time, suggest-
ing that when an excessive (+) supercoiling is present due
to the fast progression of the fork, gyrase performs multiple
rounds of catalysis without dissociating from DNA.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains
All strains were derivatives ofE. coliK-12AB1157 (30). Re-
placement of endogenous genes with C-terminal fluorescent
fusions was performed using -Red recombination with an
frt-flanked kanamycin resistance (kan) cassette (31) using
the primers listed in Supplementary Table S1. The strains
used in this study are: GyrApam (gyrA::PAmCherry kan);
GyrBpam (gyrB::PAmCherry kan); PZ291 (gyrA::mYPet
kan); PZ171 (gyrA::PAmCherry kan, mYPet::DnaN frt);
PZ223 (gyrA::mYPet kan, mCherry::DnaN frt). See the
SupplementaryMaterials andMethods for complete details
of strain construction.
Sample preparation
Strains were streaked onto LB plates containing the ap-
propriate antibiotics. Single colonies were inoculated into
M9 media supplemented with 0.2% glycerol and grown
overnight at 37◦C to A600 of 0.4–0.6, diluted into fresh M9
glycerol and grown to A600 of 0.1. Cells were centrifuged
and immobilized for imaging on 1% agarose (Bio-Rad) pads
(made by mixing low-fluorescence 2% agarose in dH2O 1:1
with 2× growthmedium) between two glass coverslips (Sup-
plementaryMethods).Where indicated cells were incubated
with, 10g/ml ciprofloxacin for 10min prior to imaging, or
50 g/ml rifampicin for 30 min prior to imaging.
Epifluorescence and colocalization microscopy
Wide-field epifluorescence was performed using an
Eclipse TE2000-U microscope (Nikon), equipped with
100×/NA1.4 oil objective and a Cool-Snap HQ2 CCD.
For colocalization analysis, cell outlines were defined from
phase contrast images using MicrobeTracker software (32).
The positions of foci formed by mCherry-DnaN were es-
tablished with Gaussian fitting (Supplementary Methods).
Within each cell the pairwise distances between the center
of the brightest GyrA-mYPet pixel and the centroid of the
nearest DnaN localization were calculated in MATLAB
(MathWorks) from the square root of the squares of the
summed coordinates in x and y. To control for the basal
level of coincidence of foci expected from a random distri-
bution, we calculated distances between a pixel randomly
positioned within the cell and the centroid of the nearest
DnaN focus within the same cells. A threshold of two pixels
(256 nm) was chosen to define colocalization.
Photoactivated Localization microscopy
PALM microscopy was performed using a custom-built
single-moleculemicroscope described in the Supplementary
Materials and Methods. Photoactivatable mCherry activa-
tion was controlled with a 405 nm wavelength laser, and
the photoactivated fluorophores were imagedwith a 561 nm
laser at 15.48 ms/frame for 30000 frames. Data analysis was
performed in MATLAB (MathWorks). Fluorescent signals
from individual PAmCherry molecules in each frame were
localized to∼40 nm precision by elliptical Gaussian fitting.
Brightfield cell images were recorded from an LED source
and condenser (ASI Imaging), and cell outlines were seg-
mented with MicrobeTracker software (32). For colocaliza-
tion analysis of super-resolved gyrase localizations with the
replisome, snapshots of mYPet were taken with 488 nm ex-
citation prior to PALM imaging of PAmCherry.
Single-particle tracking and diffusion analysis
Localizations from PALMmovies were linked together into
trajectories using a MATLAB implementation of the algo-
rithm described in (33). Positions were linked into a track
if they appeared in consecutive frames within a window of
five pixels (0.48 m). In rare cases when multiple localiza-
tions fell within the tracking radius, tracks were linked such
that the sum of step distances was minimized. We distin-
guished DNA-bound and diffusing proteins by calculating
an apparent diffusion coefficient D* = MSD/(4t) from
the mean-squared displacement (MSD) for each track with
at least four steps at t = 15 ms (34). Immobile molecules
have a non-zero D* value due to the localization uncer-
tainty in each measurement, loc (40 nm), which manifests
as a positive offset in D* of ∼0.1 m2 s−1. Errors in D*
and fractions are SEM from fitting to at least four inde-
pendent experimental repeats. Significance testing was per-
formed using two-sample t-tests of the fraction of immobile
molecules extracted from these fits (SupplementaryMateri-
als and Methods).
Dwell-time distributions using long exposure times
Long duration GyrA-PAmCherry binding was recorded
at low continuous 561 nm excitation intensities using 1 s
exposure times. The probability of observing a particular
on-time is the product of the binding time and bleaching
probabilities (34). The bleaching time distributions were
measured independently using a control protein, MukB-
PAmCherry, whose dwell time was previously shown to be
∼1 min much greater than bleaching time (35). MukB-
PAmCherry was imaged with the same imaging conditions.
On-time and bleaching time distributions were fitted with
single-exponential functions to extract exponential time
constants ton and tbleach, and the binding time constant cal-
culated as tbound = ton*tbleach/(tbleach – ton). To determine
binding times near the fork snapshots ofmYPet-DnaNwere
taken prior to PALM imaging. DnaN foci were localized
with Gaussian fitting and GyrA tracks within 200 nm of
a focus were used for binding time analysis. The bleaching
time, tbleach = 1.16 ± 0.04. The uncorrected ton time con-
stants from seven experimental repeats are shown in Sup-
plementary Table S2.
Slimfield microscopy
Slimfield microscopy was performed on a dual-color
custom-made laser excitation single-molecule fluorescence
microscope which utilized narrow epifluorescence excita-
tion of 10 m full width at half maximum (FWHM) in
the sample plane to generate Slimfield illumination from
a 514 nm 20 mW laser passed through a ∼3× Keplerian
beam de-expander. Illumination was directed onto a sam-
plemounted on an xyz nanostage (MadCity Labs, theDane
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County,Wisconsin, USA). Imaging was via a custom-made
color splitter utilizing a dual-pass green/red dichroic mir-
ror centered at long-pass wavelength 560 nm and emission
filters with 25 nm bandwidths centered at 542 and 594 nm
(Chroma Technology Corp., Rockingham, Vermont, USA)
onto an Andor iXon 128 emCCD camera, magnified to 80
nm/pixel.
For dual color imaging we acquired 10 frames of bright-
field, defocused to image the cell boundary, then acquired
mCherry images by exciting with 1 mW 561 nm laser until
bleached after 500 frames. Then, themYPet images were ac-
quired, exciting with 10 mW of 514 nm laser for 500 frames.
Brightfield imaging was performed with zero gain at 100 ms
exposure time while single-molecule fluorescence was per-
formed at maximum gain at 5 ms/frame, with the addition
of the 561 nm laser for mCherry. Imaging of the single label
mYPet-GyrA strain utilized only 514 nm laser excitation.
Stoichiometry was determined using a method which
relies on step-wise photobleaching of fluorescent protein
checked against surface immobilized purified mYPet us-
ing Chung–Kennedy filtration on single-molecule intensity
bleach traces (28,36–42). Probability distributions for the
relative displacement of GyrA-DnaN foci and for the sto-
ichiometry of GyrA foci were rendered using kernel den-
sity estimation (KDE), a convolution of the data with a
Gaussian kernel which has an advantage in objectifying
the appearance of the distribution as opposed to using
semi-arbitrary bin widths on a histogram plot. The kernel
width was set to the appropriate experimental precision (0.7
molecules for the stoichiometry distribution and 40 nm for
the distance estimates). See Supplementary Materials and
Methods.
RESULTS
Gyrase foci colocalize with the replisome
To characterize gyrase activity in live cells we replaced the
endogenous gyrA gene with a fusion to the fluorescent pro-
tein mYPet. Cells with gyrA-mYPet showed normal growth
indicating the fusion is functional (Supplementary Figure
S1A), and purified GyrA-mYPet showed normal supercoil-
ing activity in vitro (Figure 1D). Using epifluorescence, gy-
rase formed foci in 70± 6% (±SD) of cells, with the remain-
ing cells showing a diffuse fluorescent signal, consistent with
gyrase localization throughout the chromosome (Figure 2).
Since gyrase is thought to remove (+) supercoils ahead
of the replication fork, we constructed a strain expressing
GyrA-mYPet and a replisomemarkermCherry-DnaN (11).
We find that the region with highest gyrase density is fre-
quently colocalized with the replisome (Figure 2A), reflect-
ing earlier findings from B. subtilis (43). To quantify colo-
calization we used Gaussian fitting to localize the replisome
foci and examined the cumulative distributions of distances
between the brightest pixel of gyrase signal and the near-
est replisome focus within each cell (Figure 2B). To control
for colocalization due to random coincidence we performed
the same analysis with a simulated random gyrase focus po-
sition within the same cells, showing that 80 ± 4% of the
brightest gyrase pixels were located within two pixels (256
nm) from the replisome, compared to 15± 3% from random
coincidence.
In the slow growth conditions used for our experiments,
a single round of replication takes only ∼2/3 of the cell
doubling time, leaving a population of young cells that
have not initiated replication and cells approaching division
that have completed replication (Figure 2A). Since the frac-
tion of cells lacking replication foci (∼25% identified with
spotFinder (32)) was similar to the fraction of cells lacking
gyrase foci (∼30%), we askedwhether the presence of gyrase
foci was dependent on ongoing replication; in cells with-
out a DnaN focus only 30 ± 10% of these non-replicating
cells had a distinct gyrase focus. Taken together, this anal-
ysis suggests that distinct gyrase foci are largely associated
with replication forks.
Slimfield microscopy reveals gyrase clusters of ∼12 enzymes
Epifluorescence microscopy provides a description of the
ensemble behavior of fluorescently-labeled proteins inside
cells, however it cannot provide a quantitative assessment
of protein activity at the level of individual molecules. To
enable single-molecule quantification of gyrase localization
we used Slimfield microscopy on GyrA-mYPet in live cell
(27,44), providing a ∼40 nm spatial precision over a mil-
lisecond temporal resolution to enable blur-free analysis
of individual proteins (SI Movie 1). Qualitatively, the pat-
terns of GyrA localization with respect to DnaN (Figure
3A, Supplementary Figure S3) were similar to those ob-
served earlier for epifluorescence (Figure 2A). Using analy-
sis based on the integrated pixel intensity of Slimfield im-
ages (44), we quantified the GyrA copy number, giving
1300–3300 molecules per cell across all cells, which agrees
broadly with earlier estimates based on immuno-gold elec-
tron microscopy of fixed E. coli cells (45).
To estimate the number of gyrase in localized clusters
we used custom-written localization software to automat-
ically track GyrA foci (46). We determined the stoichiom-
etry of each as the initial focus brightness divided by the
brightness of a single mYPet (36) (Materials andMethods).
Given the rate of relaxation of two positive supercoils per
∼2 s previously reported for gyrase (18,21,47,48) and as-
suming minimal involvement of topo IV, we expected clus-
ters to comprise of up to 50 gyrase (since 50 enzymes are
required to keep up with a replication rate of 1000 bp/s).
However, the intensity of these foci indicated a mean of
24 ± 2 (±SEM) GyrA molecules (i.e. just 12 ± 1 puta-
tive heterotetramer enzymes); note a key advantage of this
single-molecule approach over ensemble methods is to ren-
der not just the mean value but also the full probability dis-
tribution, which we measure as having a broad range from
a minimum of two molecules to over 100 per focus (Figure
3B). Using numerical integration of the overlap integral be-
tween green and red channel foci we observed that∼85% of
all foci were colocalized with DnaN, comparable to epifluo-
rescence. The relative separation between DnaN and GyrA
foci centers was not peaked at zero but instead had a mean
of 135 ± 14 (±SEM) nm, exhibiting a unimodal distribu-
tionwhich extended up to∼400 nm (Figure 3C), larger than
the∼50 nm replisome diameter, suggesting that gyrase does
not act in tight proximity to the replisome. The hypothe-
sis that gyrase acts at a distance from the fork might ex-
plain how collisions between the replisome and gyrase per-
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forming catalysis are prevented, however we note that while
DnaN forms diffraction-limited foci, it has been shown that
their dissociation rate is slow and hence the focus centroid
may be slightly behind the replication fork (49).
Photoactivated-localization microscopy and single-particle
tracking of gyrase
To explore the mobility of single gyrase we used
photoactivated-localization microscopy (PALM), com-
bined with single-particle tracking (sptPALM) (29),
enabling localization and tracking of individual GyrA
by controlling the photoactivation of a photoactivable
fluorescent protein such that on average one fluorophore
was active per cell at any given time. We labeled GyrA
genomically with photoactivable mCherry (PAmCherry)
(Figure 1D, Supplementary Figure S1A) and imaged cells
with a PALM microscope at 15 ms intervals for 30000
frames. Linking consecutive GyrA localizations from each
frame into tracks allowed us to track gyrase movement
until photobleaching (Figure 4B) (29,34).
We calculated an apparent diffusion coefficient (D*) for
eachGyrA from themean squared displacement of its track
(Materials andMethods).We fitted an analytical expression
(26,50) to the distribution ofD* values from all 85529 mea-
sured tracks. We found that the distribution of D* values
was best described by a three-species model, as judged using
the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), giving three pop-
ulations of GyrA: immobile (46 ± 5%; Dimm = 0.1 m2 s−1
set by the localization precision), slow-diffusing (42 ± 4%;
Dslow = 0.25 ± 0.01 m2 s−1) and fast-diffusing (12 ± 4%;
Dfast = 0.82 ± 0.10 m2 s−1) (Figure 4C, Supplementary
Figure S1B, C).
We interpret immobile tracks as DNA-bound gyrase and
fast-diffusing tracks as gyrase undergoing free 3Ddiffusion,
possibly GyrA molecules not incorporated into functional
gyrase heterotetramers with GyrB. Slow-diffusing gyrases
have lower mobility than expected for free 3D diffusion,
consistent with transient interactions with DNA without
engaging in stable binding required for catalysis.
To assess gyrase expression, we photoactivated and
tracked all GyrA-PAmCherry molecules present in each
cell, indicating a mean of ∼1450 ± 550 (SD) GyrA per
cell (Figure 4A). We note that the copy number mea-
sured using PALM may underestimate the true copy num-
ber due to a population of PAmCherry which do not be-
come fully photoactivatable (although this has never been
characterized in bacteria) (51). Nevertheless, this estimate
falls within the range estimated earlier from Slimfield mi-
croscopy, which does not use photoactivatable fluorescent
proteins and hence does not suffer the same technical issue.
For simplicity we have based all calculations derived from
PALM experiments on the unmodified mean copy number
of 1450 GyrA, but we acknowledge that the true copy num-
ber could potentially be up to 2-fold larger.
To estimate the proportion of GyrA able to form func-
tional heterotetramers, we treated GyrA-PAmCherry cells
with ciprofloxacin, which traps gyrase on DNA by stabi-
lizing the covalently linked DNA–gyrase complex formed
during catalysis (52). We find that 80 ± 3% of GyrA are im-
mobile after drug treatment (Figure 4D), a significant in-
crease (p = 6 × 10−5) from unperturbed cells and >20-fold
higher than early estimates of ∼45 stabilized gyrase based
on chromosome fragmentation with the much less potent
quinolone, oxolinic acid (53). Since ciprofloxacin is not
known to be able to capture gyrase subunits not incorpo-
rated into heterotetramers, and only stabilizes enzymes dur-
ing catalysis, this demonstrates that the GyrA-PAmCherry
stabilized onDNAafter ciprofloxacin treatment were incor-
porated into functional enzymes. Assuming a copy number
of 1450 GyrA subunits, of which 12% are fast-diffusing pu-
tative unincorporated subunits, our findings show that in
an average cell there is enough GyrA to form ∼600 func-
tional enzymes, of which ∼300 are DNA-bound and likely
performing catalysis.
Gyrase activity in cells not undergoing replication or tran-
scription
Epifluorescence microscopy indicates that gyrase foci are
less common in cells not undergoing replication (Figure
2C). These cells show only a minimal reduction in the frac-
tion of DNA-bound, immobile GyrA compared to replicat-
ing cells (Figures 4C and 5A) from 46± 5% immobile GyrA
to 44 ± 5%, within statistical error, equating to a difference
of just ∼15 additional gyrase enzymes per cell (with 2 repli-
somes), broadly consistent with Slimfield observations sug-
gesting an average of∼12 gyrase associated with each repli-
some.
We constructed a mYPet-DnaN, GyrA-PAmCherry
strain to determine positions of replisomes relative to
PALM-tracked gyrase (Figure 5B). The fraction of im-
mobile gyrase ‘proximal’ (within 200 nm) to the repli-
some is 16 ± 12% which, when corrected by a fraction
of simulated randomly distributed gyrase in the same re-
gion (8 ± 0.5%), equates to ∼25 more gyrase located next
to both replisomes than expected from a random distribu-
tion, consistent with the small reduction of immobile gy-
rase observed in non-replicating cells (Figure 5A). In sum-
mary, on average only 8–12 gyrase are involved in relax-
ation of (+) supercoiling introduced by each replisome, and
most of the remaining ∼300 DNA-bound gyrases are im-
mobile throughout the rest of the chromosome. To test
where immobile gyrase is catalytically active we treated cells
with ciprofloxacin and analyzed the distribution of immo-
bile molecules within the cells. We found immobile gyrase
throughout the chromosome (Supplementary Figure S2B),
suggesting that molecules close to and far from the repli-
some perform catalysis.
Gyrase not associated with the replisome could be relax-
ing (+) supercoils introduced by RNAP or be involved in
maintaining steady-state levels of chromosomal (−) super-
coiling. To distinguish these possibilities, we treated cells
with the transcription initiation inhibitor rifampicin, result-
ing in a moderate reduction (by 11%) in the fraction of im-
mobile gyrase (Figure 5C), consistent with earlier experi-
ments which showed that rifampicin reduces plasmid super-
coiling (54) Nevertheless, since 33% of gyrase remain im-
mobile after rifampicin treatment, this suggests that gyrase
performs its activity even when no (+) supercoils are be-
ing introduced due to transcription. We conclude that the
role of the majority of gyrase in the cell is not directed to-
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wards relaxing (+) supercoiling introduced by replication,
but rather towards maintaining steady-state chromosomal
supercoiling.
Different modes of gyrase
To address the conundrum of how a low number of gyrase
in the vicinity of the replisome can relax up to 100 super-
coils per second, we aimed to determine whether the cat-
alytic mode depended on proximity to the replisome. To
do this, we measured the binding time of gyrase inside live
cells using sparse photoactivation with a low excitation in-
tensity and long (1 s) exposure time. Under these condi-
tions mobile gyrases are motion blurred, whereas immobile
molecules appear as distinct diffraction-limited foci (34,55)
(Figure 6A).
The observed dwell time for gyrase was corrected for
photobleaching as described previously (34), giving a mean
binding time of 2.4 ± 0.5 s (Figure 6B, Supplementary Fig-
ure S4). As a control we also measured the binding time
of topo IV using a ParC-PAmCherry fusion strain from
our previous study, described in reference 16. For topo IV
we measured a similar binding time (1.7 ± 0.2 s), consis-
tent with the rate of ATP hydroysis estimated in vitro for
both enzymes (18,56). Ciprofloxacin resulted in a drastic in-
crease in the fraction of immobile molecules (Figure 4D)
as well as increasing the binding time, indicative of gyrase
trapped during its catalytic cycle (Figure 6B). We note that
the binding time estimate of ∼30 s represents the upper
limit of our assay and the true binding time for gyrase after
ciprofloxacin treatment may be much longer (see Supple-
mentary Methods). We suggest that bound gyrase exhibit-
ing binding times of ∼2.5 s are undergoing single rounds of
catalytic activity, however we cannot exclude the possiblity
that some gyrase bind DNA without performing catalysis.
While the observed binding time of ∼2.5 s for gyrase is
not inconsistent with rates measured in vitro (17,18,20–23),
it does not resolve the puzzle of how gyrase foci comprised
of only ∼10 molecules relax (+) supercoils at a rate suffi-
cient for replication fork progression at up to 1000 bp/s.
By taking a snapshot of replication foci prior to measur-
ing binding times, we categorized binding events taking
place within (‘proximal’) or beyond 200 nm (‘distal’) from
a mYPet-DnaN replisome marker. The binding time of dis-
tal gyrase (2.5 ± 0.4 s) shows no significant difference from
2.4 ± 0.5 s measured for the entire population (Figure 6C);
however, proximal gyrase has a significantly longer binding
time (7.7 ± 1.5 s). We propose that the longer binding time
close to the replisome results from gyrase performingmulti-
ple rounds of catalytic activity without dissociating, which
is facilitated by the high level of (+) supercoiling ahead of
the fork.
DISCUSSION
DNA gyrase has been the subject of many biochemical and
structural studies since its discovery in 1976 (1,47), however,
many questions remain regarding how it acts in living cells.
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For example, in vitro gyrase can relax (+) supercoils, and
also introduce (−) supercoils into relaxed DNA. Yet, lit-
tle is known about what proportion of gyrase activity is di-
rected towards different DNA substrates in the cell: remov-
ing (+) supercoiling introduced by replication, removing (+)
supercoiling introduced by transcription, and maintaining
steady-state (−) supercoiling of the chromosome. The rela-
tive activities of gyrase and topo IV during replication also
remains a mystery. Furthermore, while in vitro studies have
observed different modes of gyrase catalysis, it remains to
be established if the catalytic mode depends on the substrate
in vivo. In this work we have used a combination of live-cell
fluorescence microscopy techniques with the aim of bridg-
ing the gap between our understanding of how gyrase acts in
the test tube, to how it behaves in the native environment in-
side living cells. While the super-resolution techniques used
in this study cannot rival the atomic-level precision of struc-
tural biology studies, placing limitations on the extent of
what we can really know about the activity of any individ-
ual gyrase enzyme, they offer an order of magnitude bet-
ter spatial resolution than the standard optical resolution
limit, and comewith the substantive advantage that it is per-
formed in living cells and thus allows us to answer questions
that are impossible to answer with structural biology or in
vitro biochemical techniques alone, such as ‘how many gy-
rase act in proximity to the replication fork?’
Based on PALM and Slimfield analysis we estimate that
an average of∼600 gyrase per cell are present of which∼300
are tightly DNA-bound and presumably performing catal-
ysis. We find that gyrase forms foci which colocalize with
replisomes and comprise on average of∼10 gyrase enzymes.
In agreement with this, the fraction of DNA-bound gyrase
is reduced by only a few % in cells that had either not yet
initiated replication or had terminated replication but not
divided. Despite the regions with the highest gyrase occu-
pancy being close to the replisome, the vast majority of gy-
rase are immobile elsewhere on the chromosome. In a cell
containing two replisomes there are at least ∼1000 tran-
scribing RNAPs, introducing (+) supercoils with an over-
all rate up to 30-fold higher than replication (∼6000 com-
pared to ∼200 supercoils/s) (6,26). Since we find only ∼20
out of 300 immobile gyrase are involved in relaxation of (+)
supercoils introduced by replication, we expected the ∼280
remaining to participate in relaxation of (+) supercoils in-
troduced by transcription. We find that the fraction of im-
mobile gyrase is reduced onlymodestly after transcription is
blockedwith rifampicin, indicating that the primary activity
of gyrase is instead directed towards maintaining a steady-
state level of (−) supercoiling, with a caveat that rifampicin
itself has a major effect on nucleoid organization through
decompaction (26), which may influence gyrase activities in
an unknown way. Since the time taken to transcribe an av-
erage gene is short, it is inevitable that some of the (+) and
(−) supercoiling created during transcription is cancelled
out afterRNAPdissociation. Similarly, on highly-expressed
genes (+) supercoils produced ahead of multiple RNAPs
will be neutralized by (−) supercoils introduced behind.Our
results show that gyrase activity should not be considered as
merely removing (+) supercoils to ensure unimpeded pro-
gression of transcription and replication, but contributes to
multiple interdependent processes affecting global chromo-
some organization and segregation.
During replication of the chromosome over 220000 cat-
alytic events by the combined action of topo IV and gy-
rase must be performed, with gyrase removing (+) super-
coils ahead of the replication fork and topo IV decatenat-
ing interlinked daughter chromosomes caused by diffusion
of (+) supercoils behind the fork. These processes can oc-
cur simultaneously, yet the division of catalytic events be-
tween gyrase and topo IV during replication remains to
be determined. Unlike gyrase, topo IV does not form foci
in the proximity of the replisome (16,43,57). Nevertheless,
blocking of topo IV prevents decatenation-segregation of
all loci tested (11,16), demonstrating that the replisome can
rotate and introduce precatenanes. Indeed, recent findings
that most components of the replisome turnover every few
seconds (58), suggest that the replisome is unlikely to be
a barrier to replication fork rotation. The copy number of
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topo IV is much lower than gyrase; our previous measure-
ments of topo IV under the same growth conditions as this
study, showed that ∼30 DNA-bound enzymes are present
per cell, and the action of 1/3 of these are dependent on
ongoing replication, indicating that during replication ∼10
topo IVs are performing decatenation per cell (∼5 per repli-
cation fork), most of which will be distal from the progress-
ing forks since decatenation takes ∼12 min (16).
The combined action of ∼5 topo IV and ∼10 gyrase en-
zymes per replication fork is 3-fold lower that the number
theoretically needed to keep up with replication rate, given
the catalytic rate for both enzymes, which has been mea-
sured at ∼2 supercoil/s. Importantly, topo IV is unlikely
to decatenate processively, since in vitro topo IV acts dis-
tributively on (−) supercoils (with the same local topology
as right-handed replicative catenanes) (59,60), confirmed by
our previous measurements of topo IV dwell times (16). In
contrast, gyrase can remove (+) supercoils processively in
vitro (17–19), consistent with our observations that its dwell
time significantly increases close to the replisome. Previous
in vitro measurements of the processive catalytic rate were
the same as for distributive catalysis (1 supercoil/s), and
thus remains insufficient to account for the rate of super-
coils introduced by each replisome (up to 100 supercoil/s).
Intriguingly, a recent single-molecule in vitro study suggests
that processive relaxation of (+) supercoils by B. anthracis
gyrase may be faster than previously measured for E. coli
gyrase (18), with mean of∼6 supercoils/s (19), though with
individual bursts of catalysis measured as high as 107 ± 23
supercoils/s. Therefore, we suggest that the acute topolog-
ical problem introduced by replication is primarily dealt
with by gyrase enzymes performing processive catalysis to
remove (+) supercoils ahead of replication, possibly at a
higher rate than 1 supercoil/s, and we speculate that when
gyrase fails to remove sufficient (+) supercoiling, replisome
rotation is induced forming a substrate for topo IV behind
the fork. However, it remains to be established whether E.
coli gyrase in vivo can perform bursts of processive catalysis
at higher rates than 1 supercoil/s.
The E. coli chromosome is organized into looped topo-
logical domains (8,25,61), within which supercoils can
rapidly diffuse (5) and thus may delimit gyrase activity.
Since the global net supercoiling of the chromosome is (−),
most DNA loops will be relaxed or (−) supercoiled, and
gyrase binding to these regions will perform a single round
of catalysis. Our data suggest that local supercoiling may
strongly influence gyrase off-rate, as we find with replica-
tion proximal gyrase remaining immobile for>8 s. Since the
fork progresses at a rate of up to 1000 bp/s this would re-
quire initially binding∼10 kb ahead of the fork to avoid col-
lisions rather than directly ahead of it. This predicts a dis-
placement of gyrase foci in relation to replisome position.
Indeed, Slimfield analysis (Figure 3C) showed that gyrase
and replisome foci are displaced by ∼100 nm. Therefore,
diffusing (+) supercoils may promote processive catalysis of
gyrase bound many kb away from replication, which could
help to protect against detrimental gyrase-fork collisions.
Together, our results show that in vivo a small number of
gyrase acting processively ensures unimpeded progression
of the replisome, while a majority of gyrase is involved in
maintaining steady-state levels of chromosome supercoil-
ing.
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